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DP: We've got 90 questions, and it seems like a lot, but a 77 
you've got to answer is true or false. Now I can ah ... you can 
read these yourself, and just put a Tor~ F, true. or false, by it, 
or if you want to, I can read 'em and you can just answer True or 
False (well ... ). And this is . .. and I. .. well, I'll explain this when I 
is something, you know, you do research with me. I have a 
committee .. I have six people, you know, approve everything I do. 
(mmrn-hmm) And make sur'e I'rn doing everything rig ht . And 
they ... they were wanting me to do this, because they .. it's about 
families and how you feel about your family. And you can define 
as you and your children, or just you and your husband, you know, 
however you want to. 
CG: We have a mixed up family. My husband was married and 
have two children. We married and had one, and we took foster 
children. And we have ... [laughter] all kind of children. (yours, 
his, ours!) But we get long so good. [laughter] 
DP: OH, that's ... that is gr'eat. Okay. Let's see. How old are 
you? 
CG: Seventy-six. And I don't remember like I used to. I 
couldn't understand my poor mother; she was ninety-six and mother 
would get so confused, then, since I've had all this. And had a 
mother lay for a year, sick and never spoke a word. And then six 
months my sister had a stroke and she never has spoke a word. My 
brother had brain surgery and all that kind of hit me at one 
time, and I could just feel myself getting so forgetful, and it 
made such a change in me. (there was just so much going on) un-
CG: It had be e n r e al good until Scott got s ick. Th e n 
it shot up there. But it's ..... it's okay now. 
DP: Now, is you ... just you and your husband that live here in 
this house? 
CG: Right now. And I have a girl that comes and stays from 
Friday night 'till Sunday. And the other girls comes so many 
hours a day. [telephone ringing in background]. 
DP: Hopefully this won't take too long. Okay, let's see. Do 
you drive.? 
CG: No, I don't drive. 
DP: You have ... do you have friends or somebody though that can 
take you out in the car? 
CG: Yeah, yeah, my daughter takes us or some of his brothers. 
DP: Then how long can you, how many years have you been caring 
for your husband? (four or five). 
CG: It will be five years about uh, August or September, since 
he had that Pernicious Anemia. 
DP: Okay. And it's become ... back then he was pretty much able 
to care for himself? Then has it become worse since he's broken 
his hip? Or has it gradually become worse? 
CG: Just gradually went a little worse, after he broke his hip, 
too. But he began falling, he had arthritis so bad in his knees 
and he began to falling and get so sick at his stomach when he 
took that anemia. So nauseated. 
DP: He broke his hip January? 
CG: No, February the 21st. 
DP: Okay. Um ... this will be interesting. How many hours, how 






Then Scott was sick too, that same year. 
Okay. Um ... do you have any certain religion? 
We are Baptists. (okay). 
Now, have you ever worked? Before ... . outside of the home? 
CG: In a store; 34 years. (department store? or grocery store?) 
Grocery store. But I did work in a department store before I 
married. Something, been 3 or 4 years after I married Scott. 
DP: But then after that you we r e basically ... you stayed home. 
CG: I was a homemaker. Here on the farm, raised big gardens. 
(okay, you lived here all your life?) Yeah. 
DP: Okay. How far have you gone in school? 
And I took a history CG: I completed the eighth grade. 
course and ..... and I think typing, and something else uh, 
course, then sewing after that. That's about it. 
of 
DP: - Now, I'm gonna ask you about your income, and any of these 
questions I ask you you can refuse to answer, but I 'r:n just 
wanting to get a range to see where most of my problem is. Do 
you say that you all bring in between 5 and 10,000, 
and 15 or 20,000 a year? 
between 1 0 
CG: 1 0 . . 1 0 , with our interest on our bonds and our social 
security, it'd be around 10-12,000. (okay) We saved a little 
bit for a rainy day, and I'm glad we did. Because we're having, 
you know, that many bills. [clock chiming in background] 
DP: Now uh, do you ... you seem to be in excellent health. Do you 
have any health problems? 
CG: Just high blood pressure. 
DP: Oh, okay. (I'm on [inaudible]) You're on medication? 
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hu sba nd ? I f yo u had to put in in like hour s? 
CG: Well, s ince I had Le s li e of the rnorning, I of course, I get 
c l ean towels a nd was h cloths a nd s heets and lay 'em out for her 
and help her, get h i m u p a n d . . . I w o u l d n ' t kn ow , may be i n g et t i n g 
rn ea l s ready for him, oh ... may be 3, 4 hours, something like that. 
But he' s n ot that hard to care for. 
him up and get him back to bed. 
It just takes time to get 
We got him up three times 
yesterday and let him sit up awhile. Or taking him outside. 
(and then like you say .. . ju s t .. . ) but in bet ween times I get him 
up twice a day. Yea h, I get up tw-ic e. Somet imes I sleep on the cou c h 
part of the night, 
to bed. 
then I'll check on him, t hen I'll go upstair s 
DP: Okay. Now l et me ask ... I'll just read off these questi ons , 
i s that the way you want to do this ? About familie s (yeah, 
huh) and you just have to tell me true or false. 
CG: Well, I wouldn't proba bly know all the time. 
uh-
DP: Well, just ... it's just what you think and sometimes afte r 
you say some thing , y ou wa nt to change your mind but ju s t ... just 
comes to mind. You just say true or false, and then, uh, cau se 
thi s is going to he lp giv e me an idea also, like if everyone 
takes care of the sa me, their patient s , or relatives they take care 
of, requires the same amount of care, and I'm wanting to see 
about the family and how together they are, because ah, well just 
beca use I'm looking at the appa lachi an culture, too. I'm just 
trying to get some information that way~ so, I'll just start off 
and read these first onces . 
when I talk about the family, 
And wh e n I say family members, or 
I'm talking, you know, I'm talking 
4 
about your family, and what you consider your family. Uh, and 
who ... what ... when I do say family, who would you con ... what would 
you be thinking of when I say family? 
CG: Well , Scott's brother s and s isters a re so good to help and 
Frank will come up here or call every day. And if I don't have 
help, he'll come and help get him up. And he was here just a few 
minut es ago to see if I ne e d ed any help. And my son - in - law and 
and they're here about 3 Judy, my daught e r that live in Milton, 
or 4 times a week. They come and bring food a lot of times, and 
I' 77 fix Sunday dinner, we'll all eat together. And my 
grandchildren and Nick come. The little guy, Suzanne's going to 
marry. [laughs ] He's just so sweet and good. 
DP: That' s nice. And that's hard to find. Okay. True or 
false. Family members really help and support one another. 
CG: Yes, we do in our family, that's true. We stick together, yeah, 
it sounds like it. [laughter] 
DP : Family members often keep their feelings to themselves. 
CG: Well ... I r ea lly don't know, that would be t r~u e in most ... in some w 
DP: Okay. 
No. 
We fight a lot in our family. 
CG: False. [laughter] 
DP: We don't do things in our fam ... in our ... we don't do things 
on our own very often in our family. 
CG: Uh ... I don't know; we all cooperate so well. My 




and we had such a good time. We had all the Jarnett's 
I had 15 here one night. Made doughnuts for them and 
5 
DP: We feel tht it's important to be the best at whatever you 
do. 
CG: That is true. 
DP: We often talk about political and social problems. 
CG: Yes. 
DP: We spend most weekends and evenings at home. 
CG: Yeah, we do now. [laughter] But we hve lots of company. 
DP: Yeah, they . .. they come to you now. Uh, family member·s 
attend church, synagogue or Sunday School farily often. 
CG: We d·id fairly often ... we did until he got sick. I've gone 
twice in the last month, to church. 
DP: I think I'm gonna find that. You know when you are caring 
for someone at home. (uh-huh). Uh. 
CG: I could have left him setting here in the chair and went to 
church so much, that he would tell me to. I was stuck; we'd have 
fire, you couldn't get out. And he said, "Well, I'd get out some 
way." But I said no, I'd worry about you. 
DP: Yeah, yeah. Uh ... activities in our family are pretty 
carefully planned. 
CG: Well, I'd say they're planned, cause for my granddaughter's 
birthdays, they come and all occasions, and we observe our 
anniversaries, and they're always here on ours. 
out to eat, but now she comes to our house. 
DP: Family members are rarely ordered around. 
We used to go 
CG: Well, I don't order [laughter] order mine around. (yeah) 
DP: Uh, we often seem to be killing time. 
CG: We 11 , not .... not really. I have pen pals and I send them 
6 
lot s of cards, and I ca ll s ick people. So .. .. I f ee l like I 
wa s te . .. 1 tell you this, I feel like I wasted a year of my life 
when he got s ick. I worried, and I didn't go ahead with my 
regular activities. I didn't want to go to church. I didn ' t 
wanta obse rve birthdays. And different things· like I'd ~lways 
done, and I finally come to myse lf. I thought, I've wasted a 
year of my life a worrying and I was afraid Scott would have an 
accident. 
people in. 
We had company and after that, I begin to asking 
Tell Judy and them to come any time. Well, they did anyway. 
DP: I mean, what made you reali ze .... what happened? Did 
something happen that mad e you realize . . .. ? 
CG: Well, I can't do anything about it, so I may as well be 
happy every day and take it as it comes (ye~h). 
scripture, ' This is the day that the Lord has 
I think of the 
made; let us 
rejoice and be glad'. [Crying] 
DP: It's hard ... yeah, I can see that. But that's interes ting 
when you say that, cause I can see you worrying and just stop 
everything you're doing (I did, that year I wanted to quit. Then I fin a 
I mays as not waste a perfectly good day today worrying about 






It won'd do any good to worry. We just have to be patient. 
In our family we strongly encourage to be independent. 
I think that's true. 
We say anything we want to around home. 
I'm careful about discussing bills now. I'm afraid he'll 
think we don't have enough. And I don't tell him quite 
everything. Judy says, "Momma, just don't tell Daddy things that 
will worry him." 
7 
DP: Family members rarely become openly angry . 
CG: Our family don't. 
OP: Urn .. . in our family, we are strongly encouraged to be 
independent. 
CG: I think that's true. 
OP: Getting ahead in life is very important in our family. 
CG: Getting ahead, well I like to have enough to be comfortable 
but it doesn't bother me too much now. As you get older you 
don't want quite as much-I don't know whether you know that or 
not, if we have what we need, it's not what we want . 
DP: Yeah, I wondered about that. 
CG: As you get older, you don't really or that is the way with 
me. 
DP: I read about that and I think maybe your priorties changes, 
what is important to you. 
CG: Yeah, your priorites do change. That is the truth. I tell 
Suzanne not to want for everything. I don't expect to get 
everything the first year. That Nick won't be making all that 
kind of money and to be happy with what she has. She can't have 
it all the first year. She always said she wanted a white baby 
grand piano and I said don't wish for that or want it or expect 
Nick to get that the first year. 
DP: So hard when you're young. 
CG: [laughing]. 
DP: We rarely go to lectures, plays or concerts. 
CG: No we don't. 
DP: Driends often come over to dinner or to visit. 
CG: Yeah, we have some good times. 
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DP: We don't say pr aye rs in our family . 
CG: Yeah, we say prayers. We get in a circle and Nick when he's 
here with Suzanne, always as ks the bl ess ings and that's something 
for a young man. 
DP: We are g e nerally very neat and orderly. 
CG: Not a ll the time but I try to get up eac h morning, clea n up 
myself, pick up a little every day and don't get in quite such a 
mess. 
OP: Th e r e a re ve ry few rules to follow in our family. 
CG: Not very many rules. I ask the girls not to smoke in my 
hou se. But our son-in-law does all the time and it didn't 
bother me all that much but I 
smoked when they come into help, 
.when I wa s asking them if they 
they said yes but I don't s moke 
in your house. 
want me to. 
I go out on the porch or in the kitchen if you 
DP: We put a lot of energy into what we do at home. 
CG: I guess we do. 
DP: It' s hard to let o ff stea m at home without upsetting 
somebody. 
CG: Well, I guess it would be. 
DP: Family members get so angry they throw things . 
CG: No, that's fals e with us. 
DP: We think things out for ourselves in our family. 
CG: Yeah, that's true. 
DP: How much money a person makes is not very important to us. 
CG: No, not that important cause we're not makin' that much. 
kinda save for a rainy day. We did without a lot of things. 
9 
We 
DP : Learning about n e w and diff e r e n t things is very import a nt in 
our family. 
CG: lt.Je l l , we watch t.v. I d on 't know if it ha s a nything to do 
with this or not.but it kinda keeps our mind on those game s how s worki 
other night a ll about South Am e rica and I couldn't name one or 
two countries, and I went a nd got the world map and I looked that 
up to see, and they didn't know a ny more tha n I did. [laughter·] 
DP: So you didn't feel too bad. You probably did bette r than I 
did o r I would. [laughter] Nobody in our family i s active in sp 
little league, bowling, thJngs like that. 
CG: Uh , Judy and them go bowling. 
DP: We often talk about the religious meaning of Christma s or 
other· holidays. 
CG: Well, not as much as we used to. It seems like, I don't 
know why, but we used to go to the church and the grandchildren 
would be in all the plays at Christmas and everything. We used 
to go, of course we then back then. We never get to go now. 
They're all grown up. 
DP: Yeah, and with your husband being s ick and ... it's often hard 
to find things when you need them in o ur household. (find 
thing s?) 
CG: Yeah, because [laughter] I tell you thi s , I lose things. 
DP: I st a rted to say, this hou se is so neat I bet you know where everyt 
CG: Not everything. I lose things . (okay) When I've been 
looking for things, they say don't feel bad. I'll be talking to 
some of my sisters or sister-in-law and I'll put up something 
and I can't find it. I have a place for most things. 
DP: Okay. There is one family member who makes most of the 
1 0 
decisions. 
CG: Well , I rely on Judy and Pe rry, my son-in-law, to help me 
make decisions. I tell 'em I'm afraid I can't make a sound 
judgements any mor e , d ec isions, it's harder for me to make. 
DP: I can understand that. There is a feeling of togetherness in 
my family. 
CG: Yeah. Aft e r being ma rried almost 47 years, you get closer 
as the children leave and it' s a different kind of love, 
devotion, s omething ... you get close r, closer together. I think 
that's the way maybe it was meant to be, after your familie s go 
on. You have more time for each other . 
- DP: You all like to sometimes, this is not a question, you all 
like to sometimes just sit back and well, I've noticed there's a lot 
pictures and stuff, 
talk about things ... 
do you like to sit back and reminisce and 
CG: Yeah, we talk about the time we went to Washington for our 
son's 25th anniversary and they repeated their wedding vows, and 
we went to our grandson's 
cancer, and we went back. 
wedding then 9 months later he died of 
We think of the happy times and the 
sad times, but the happy time s outweigh the bad times. 
DP: We tell each other about our personal problems. 
(yeah) 
CG: Uh, I can always tell my husband what I'm thinking. But he 
seemed like he could never, never get ... it's just the person; 
some people just can't t e ll you how they feel. (yeah, yeah). 
I'm a person I can describe my feelings. But Madeline, my stepdaughte 
I can't remember daddy ever telling me he loved me". I said, 
"Maddie, I can't remember very many times your daddy ever tellin' me 
1 1 
he lov e d me Ca use I kn o w he does and I know he love s you 
(yeah) but he's that type person that he doesn't ... he just, 
you know, don't show his feelings. 
DP: But li ke you say, he a lmost doesn't have to, because you 
know. 
CG: Yeah, uh-huh, we've been together so l ong, we about read 
each other's mind (yea h). 
DP: Tha t would be scary, 
[l aug ht er ] 
I think. [laught er ] Family me mb e rs 
hardly ever lose their temper s . 
CG: Uh , let's see ... (they don't lose their' tempers?) No. 
they're all pretty even tempered. The DeJarnett's aren't 
No, 
high 
tempered people. I used to be high tempered when I was young, 
but as I grew older I got out of it. When I was growing up, I 
was .. my daddy was high tempered, and he'd get mad right now, but 
he'd get over it. And I was sort of like that; I learned to 
control it. [inaudible] ... and I don't seem to have any in my older d ays 
I did ... I never did have any trouble with anybody but I could get mad r 
off the bat. [laught er] 
DP: We come and go as we want to in our family. 
CG: Well, we used to. (but you probably can't now ... ) oh, no, 
no. 
DP: We believe in competition and may the best man win. 
CG: Uh ... I don't ... know about that. 
DP: We are not interested in cultural activities. 




we often go to movies, sports events, camping, things 
1 2 
DP: We don't believe in heaven or hell. 
CG: I do believe in a heaven. I do believe. 
DP: Being on time is very important in our family. 
CG: Yes, that is true. 
DP: There are set ways of doing things at home. 
CG: I am pretty set in .. in my ways, the way I do things, but I 
told the girls to go ahead and do, you k~ow, when they are here, 
do it their way, as they were used to doing it. Sometimes 
wanta be kind bossy, tell her it would be easier this other way, but 
don't. The girl washes dishes on one side of the sink, and I 
always wash 'em on the other side. It's easier for me to get to 
the knives and fork drawers, but ah, it's harder for her and 
easier for me, so I don't say a word. (yeah) 
DP: We rarely volunteer when something has to be done at home. 
CG: How's that now? 
DP: We rarely volunteer when something has to be done at home. 
I don't see there's much choice (no), I mean, if it has to be 
done, you do it (yeah, uh-huh). (Some, I don't quite get) 
DP: If we feel like doing something on the spur of the moment, 
we often just pick up and go. 
CG: I can't say that now, but we used to. 
DP: Well, I can see where there's been a b·ig change. 
CG: Yeah. 
DP: Family members often criticize each other. 
CG: No. 
DP: There is very little privacy in our family. 
CG: [pause] ... I don't know how to answer that. 
1 3 
DP: Do ~1 ou me a n no, you think there is privacy, or~ that ther t3 
isn't any privacy. 
CG: vfoll, there's privacy. My family members don't interfere 
very, very much. 
DP: We always strive to do thing s a little bett~r the next time. 
CG: Well, anybody should, but I don't always to it .... [laughter] 
do that. Some days I do real good, and the enxt day I don't do 
as good. I don't know how to answer that. 
DP: We rar e ly have intellectual discussions. 
CG: Oh, we don't any more . 
DP: Every one in our family has a hobby or two. 
CG: Well , I don't have very much time for my hobbies any more. 
I do a little sewing and uh, have some pen pals, and write. I 
have written all the grandchildren ... just about all of the 
grandchildren, I've got two tablets and I had filled it up of how 
it was back when I was young .. no schoolbuses, no cafeterias, no hot 
lunch, no this and not that, and kind of a history of my life for all 
of them. And I've spent a lot of time ... Scott always goes to bed 
so early and I have you know, time at night, and I've wrote 'em 
all little stories about how it was way back when and they just 
loved them. I sent them to Arizona, Seattle. (oh) Judy's two girls, 
one and I'm working on Suzanne another one. 
14 
DP: Mmrn ... that is somethin g that they can keep forever. 
huh) and they can just pass down to their children. 
(unh-
DP: Family members 
wrong. 
have strict ideas about what is right and 
CG: Yeah. 
DP: People often change .. . people change their minds often in our 
family. 
CG: [pau se ] ... I don't know about that. 
DP: They think pretty mu ch once they mak e a decision they pretty 
much stick by it. 
in our family. 
(yeah) Th e re is a st rong emphasis on following rules 
CG: Yeah, as a whole, I think there is. 
DP: Okay. Family members really back each other up. 
CG: Yeah. 
DP: Someone usually gets upset if you complain in our family . 
CG: No, I don't really think so. 
DP: Family members sometimes hit each other. 
CG: No. 
DP: Family members almost always rely on themselve s when a 
problem comes up. 
CG: Well, we kinda talk things over in our family. 
DP : Like when you say, you were talking to your son-in-law (mmm-
hmm) ... thing s like that, you help each other. Family members ra 
worry about job promotions, school grades, or things like that. 
CG: [pause] ... Well, doesn't really. 
DP: Doesn't really pertain that much. 
CG: No, unh-huh. 
DP: Someone in our family plays a musical instrument. 
CG: Not in our family. 
DP: Did you say ... does your granddaughter• ... does she play the 
piano? 
CG: Yeah, both of them did, played the piano (they play pretty 
good?) Just fair. [laughter] They both had music, but 
they're not crazy and they're not musically inclined. Lisa was 
in the band . . . one of my granddaughter's taught school for four 
year ::;. 
DP: Family members are not ver'y i nvo 7 ved in recreational 
activities, outside work or school. 
CG: Well, the biggest part of our members, you know, family are 
older (mmm-hmm). 
DP: We believe there is some things you just have to take on 
faith. 
CG: That 's rig ht . 
DP: Family members make sure their rooms are neat. 
CG: Yeah. 
DP: Everyone has an equal say in family decisions. 
CG: Well .. . we all 
together. 
pretty much agree and go along, 
DP: There is very little group spirit in our family. 
you know, 
CG: [pause] ... very little (mmm-hmm) (there is very little group 
spirit in our family). 
on, all of us together. 
No, there's pretty much, you know, going 
DP: That's what I was thinking. 
CG: Some of it I don't really understand that good. 
*end of side 1 - interview A. 
2 
[laughter] 
*Side 2 - interview B 
DP: Money and paying bill s i s openly talked about in our family. 
CG: We 11, as I told you before, we don't, you know, discuss it 
quite all with Scott; he know's part of it; only Judy, Perry and 
I ' my daughter and son-in- l aw, a ll discuss it. They advise me 
quite a bit. They're a l ot of help. 
DP: If there is a disagreement in our family, we try hard to 
smooth things over and keep the peace. 
CG: We do, yes, we do. 
DP: Family memb ers strongly encourage each other to stand up for 
their right s . 
CG: Yes, you're so right. 
DP: In our f amily, we don't try that hard to succeed. 
CG:· [pause] Yes, it's good to succeed. 






1/IJe 11 , some of the younger ones do, but I ... I us ed to go to 
Salt Rock Library, and read quite a bit, quite a few books, but I 
never get there any more. 
Do you like to read books here at home, buy books or 
people bring books over. (yeah, unh-huh). 
Okay. Family members someti mes attend courses or take 
lessons for some hobby or interest outside of school. 
Wel 7, I don't any more. ( p robably when you're thinking of yoursel 
you can't). 
Okay. Just a little bit more. In our family, each person 
has diff erent ideas about what is right and wrong. 
3 
CG: I think in our family they pretty well know what is right 
and wrong. 
DP: Each person's duties are clearly defined in our family. 
CG: Yes, I think we pretty well know. 
DP: We can do whatever we want to in our family~ 
CG: 
DP: 
We can do whatever we want to in our family. (mmm-hmm) 
lf'Jell, in a way I suppose we do; I think that would be true. 
We really get along we ll with each other 
background]. 
[chimes in 
CG: I hate to brag [laughter] but we do. 
DP: maybe it is bragging because a lot of people 
don't ... a lot of families don't. 
CG: They're good telling you their problems, I suppose. 
DP: Uh ... we're usually careful 
other ... with your husband? 
about what we say to each 
CG: Yeah, I don't like to offend people. 
DP: Family members often try to one up or outdo each 
other. 




It's hard to be by yourself without hurting someone's 
feelings in our household . 
Are you here by youself a lot of times? I mean, if some 
people came over and you wanted to tell them you wanted to be by 
yourself, would it hurt their feelings, you think? Do you feel 
comfortable to say ... or does that even .. is there any times when 
you want to be by yourself? 
much. 
You're probably by yourself so 
Yeah, there's times; when Scott was in the hospital, I was 
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so glad to get home and b e by myself ( mmm ) for just a little 
whil e. 
DP: Did it seem to offend anybody? 
CG: No, I don't think it would. I think they would respect my 
feeling s about it. 
DP: Work befo r e pl ay is the rule in our family . 
CG: Work . . [pa u se] that has not really been all together in our 
DP: 
place. We really took time, I think, to li ve through our life. 
And I try to make tim e f or the little things that I want to do 





and try to take ti me to do a few things that I enjoy 
Watching t.v. i s mor e important than reading in our 
CG: ~~ell, I would rather read. 
DP: Okay. Family members go out a lot. 
CG: No, we don't. [laught e r] 
DP: The Bible i s a ve ry import a nt book in our home. 
CG: Yes, it i s . 
DP: Money i s not handled very carefully in our family. 
CG: The money i s handled carefully now. [laughs] I feel like I 
DP: 
CG: 
watch each day and try to be sav ing mor e so t h a n I 
younger days . 
did in my 
I guess you don't when you're young ... it's hard to 
think ahead. 
the moment. 
(unh-huh) I mean, you're just living more for 
Unh-huh. I don't like to owe anybody. And I'm always happy 
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wh en I get my bil l s pa id. 
DP: Okay. Rul es are pretty inflexible in our household. 
CG: Infl ex ible? (mmm-hmm) No, I think they can be changed 
(okay) in our home. 
DP: There is plenty of time and attention for everyone in our 
family . 
CG: lt'Jell , we seem to mak e time, (okay) but you know, with each 
other helping each other. 





No, there's not r ea lly. 
In our family, we believe you don't ever get anywhere 
raising your voice. 
Well , I don't know. I don't guess you do. [laughter] 
We are not really encouraged to speak up for ourselves, 
our family. 
CG: . I th1nk we are - we speak up. 
by 
in 
DP: Family members are often compared with others as to how well 
they are doing at work or school. 
CG: That would be fasle in our family; we don't compare that much. 
DP: Family members really like music, art and literature. 
CG: Well, not all that much. 
DP: Our main form of entertainment i s watching t.v. or listening 




We 17, we have friends in and we don't watch t.v. all that 
much. 
Okay (and we talk, play a f e w games) okay. 
that if you've sinned, you will be punished. 
We 17, it isn't discu ssed all that much. 
6 
Family members believe 





how the ot her one f eels, 
out too much. 
and we could offend someo n e if we speak 
Di s hes are u s u a lly done imme di ate ly after eating. (the what ?) 
Di s hes. 
Most of the time; 
that -t rue or false. 
not always . I wouldn't know how to say 
[l a u g ht e r] 
How about eve ry now and then . Okay, and the l ast one. You 
can't get away with much in our family. 
Can't get a way with much in o ur famil y . Oh, t hese are funny 
questions (I know it-they a r e; they really are ) [laught e r] 
we don't watch eac h oth e r that close (okay) s o, 
to an s we r tha t one. 
I don't know ho w 
DP: I put fals e (false [laughs ]) Okay. 
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OP: 
This i s Dia n a Parnicza; I'm int erv i ewing my caregivers . This i s 
April the 2 0 t h, a nd I a m interviewing Caregiver n3. 
Okay. I'~ gonna ... I'm gonna just ask you this one question 
and then just answer it h o we ve r you think's bes t, 
ask you some more questions that pertain to that. 
manage caring, f o r Mr. Oe J a rn et t e? 
and then I' 77 
How d o you 
CG: We ll ... I hav e to t ake a day at a time, or a n hour at a time. 
(okay) Of the morning , that's wh e n u s ually I ha ve the mo s t to do; 
when I get up , I u s ually pick u p a few things. And a h (you mean, 
you pick up some things ao rund the hou se?) Yeah (okay) . Th e 
living room need s kinda s traightened up and y esterday ' s 
new s papers, and I go fi x my breakfast and I go fix his breakfast th 
and get hi s me dicine. 
He takes three ... three differ e nt kind and his aspirin, and I ' l l 
tak e his juice to him and a glass of water and let him take his 
medicine u s ually while I .... drink hi s juice while I'm drinking my 
coffee and eating a little bit of cereal. I start that way of the 
morning. Th e n the nur se comes then a nd h e lps. And I ... I do the 
l a undry . 
DP: About what tim e does she get h e re ? 
CG: Well, I get up around seven or qu a rt er till seven a nd (okay) 
s he gets her e at 8:30. (okay; okay) And I kindly wanta, you 
know, pick up a little bit (mmm) before she gets here. 
DP: And the n s he ... she bat hes him, .right? She helps you. 
CG: Yeah, unh-huh, s he bathes him. I lay out, you know, clean 
bed linen s , a nd hi s pajama s , and ge t the water for her and the 
towels . She know s where everything is and can, if I'm busy . 
8 
But, I try to help her out. 




Around an hour. (okay, okay) Sometimes a little bit over. 
Okay. And then what? Just like, describe your average day, 
then after she bathes him and stuff, what u~ually happens? 
!/1)e l l , 
then I 
I get him up and he watches those morning 
go about my work. I do the laundry, 
programs, 
you know, every 
morning (mmm-hmm) and get the clothes dried and folded and back 
in place (mmm-hmm). I try not to let things pile up. I get a 
little bit done every day . And I .... some days I don't get all 
that I want to do accomplished, cause I get tired, and then I try 
to ... he comes first; to me he comes first. Sometimes I get up 
and I think, "Well, I don't know really what to do first, what is 
more important", and I think, "Wel 7, taking care of him". Then 
every now and then I'll say, "well, today is my day - I'll get a 
bath first, and I'll get myself cleaned up and get going for the 
day. [laughter] 
DP: Um ... (he doesn't rnind-he never' complains) yeah, I've 
noticed. (I'll have to say that). I've noticed he's pretty 
cooperative with everything. (he is) Let's see ... so what time 
about, do you all eat lunch then? 
CG: Uh . . . 11:30 (okay) 12. 
DP: And then ... (he eats a good lunch - he's always ... and going 
on 4 ... soon be 5 years that he's been sick. He's had 
appetite). Mmm, that's good. And he can feed himself? 
good 
(oh, 
yeah, mmm-hmm). And let's see ... after lunch, usually what 
happens in the afternoon? 
CG: We 71, a lot of times if I'm tired, I lay down (okay). I ' 11 
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DP: 
stretch out and read the paper. And he'll take a nap. Not ev e ry 
day, but he always, you know, goes ... we put him to bed after~ 
lunch. 
Who do you ... does someo n e he lp you in t h e morning, 
nurse that com es ? 
or the 
CG: !/'Jell, this uh ... gir·l tha t I've had h e lping, (okay) had been 
coming until this week . She couldn't be her e this wee k, so , 
we'v e just r e li e d on my peopl e and hi s. Som e o f his br o th~3 r s 
come a nd he lp me ( a ft e r lunch, help you put him back to bed?) 
Unh-huh. Or we call e d t he neighbor on e night. Judy couldn't get 
over. And he was very glad to come down and do it. So many of 
them will a s k me if they can help me out any way, and I say, 
"We 11 , I may have to call on you sometime." (mmm-hmm) But I 
usually ask my own people fir s t, 
good if I need 'em. 
but the neighbors are pretty 
DP: And then after you all rest up or do whatever needed, about 
what time do you eat dinner? 
CG: Around ... around five. 
DP: So you have to get up and get dinner fi x ed and everything, 
right? And then usually, what .. . what goes on after dinner? 
CG: Well, he goes to bed. He goes to bed early. 
DP: Okay, s o you g e t him back up in the chair to eat dinner and 
everything again? Or does he ... 
CG: No, no, un-huh, not always, part of the time. If ah ... if 
the girl goes home, and she helps me. And she comes at 
part of the time. And sometimes not until 12 or 1. (okay) 
DP: So uh ... after dinner then, he's usua .... you get him ready 
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for bed? ( mmrn -·· hmm, yeah). And then, do you do anything, or d o 
you ... what do you u s ually do? 
Oh, I may watch t.v. or read . I like to read, and I 
have uh, several pen pals. And the great grandchildren and the 
grandchildren; we hear from them. And I wrJte to them so much. 
Okay (and the children). 
much how your day goes? 
That's pr•etty much ... that's pretty 
Yeah (okay). I go to Senior Citizens once a month, if I 
hav e , usually have someone comes and stays with him. 
Now, do you call like some of your people to come and stay 
with him or the Senior Citizens provide someone to stay with him? 
No, no, some of his people or somebody will volunteer to 
come a lot of times. (mmmh) I didn't get to go this last time, 
but I hope to get to go this time. 




Well, they have a speaker or singing, a minister, go down 
here at Salt Rock, and I kindly look forward to that. (yeah) 
And before he got hi s hip broke, 
he's going to bed earlier and uh, 
he could stay by hi sse lf, but 




I would leave him part of the time, 
.oh, around 7 or not gone very long. 
just to go about 5:30 
(yeah, yeah) 
Let me ask you, okay ... um ... let me see, you've talked 
about ... people that help you take care of him, and let's see, you 
have a nurse's aide that comes 5 days a week, every morning, 
rig ht? (yeah) And helps him with his bath. 
uh, another girl that you hire? (mmm-hmm) 
How did you uh, find her? 
And then you have 
(yeah, $4 an hour). 
Well , the barber that cuts Scott's hair (mmmh) knew this 
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lady (okay) and he told me about her. 
DP: Okay, and she comes (and she can handle Scott real good and 
she's real good). How often ... I mean, she comes every day? 
CG: 1/,Je l l , she hasn't thi s week, her parents had the flu up at 
Pt. Pleasant and she's been up there. 
OP: And that's when you rely on your neighbors and family ... 
CG: Uh-huh . And the nurses aide then comes back by. (okay) 
At noon. 
DP: Okay. So .. . but she, how long does she usually stay, this 
girl that you hired? 
CG: Oh, from 4-5 hours. 
OP: Okay, every day, when she can. 
CG: Yeah, mmm-hmm. (okay) Then this other girl comes on 
Friday afternoon and stays till Sunday after ... afternoon. 
DP: And you ... and you pay her for that, 
about her from you're family. 
too. tmd you knew 
CG: Mmm-hmm. Yeah (okay) yeah, she stayed with uh (okay) my 
daughter's mother-in-law for so long. 
DP: And so then uh, and then like you say, you've got a family, 
and he's got family that you can call on. 
CG: My sister is going to stay one day next week and let me go 
with maybe two other sisters and go to Ripley, to see a sister 
OP: 
that's in a nursing home (oh) so; I'm kindly looking forward to 
that (yes). 
And . .. and uh, you've got your neighbors that can help, too. 
If you need them (yeah). But you usually call them as a 






I f eel like ... neighbor's ... most people have just about all 
they can do with their o wn families. And they tell me to call 
them, but I don't; I call my own family first. 
my daughter', about every Sunday . 
And Judy and them 
They usually bring 
food and I cook something and we all eat together. 
We ... bring Scott to the table - we'll set him right here. 
lo ves that. 




you ... ls there any one, or any thing that kind of h e lps you 
E:➔ mot i ona 11 y? 
Mrnrn ... I can't. . I can't think right now. (okay) 
Right off the ... ? 
DP: I've got some ideas and when I come back and visit you next 
week, I ' 11 just getting to know you and listen to you and 
stuff. 
CG: But I have done rnuch, much better than I ever thought I 
would. (oh, really?) I'm ... I'm kind of a nervous pe r son and 
usually go all to pieces, but I hav e learned to control myse lf, 
try to ... not to get too emotional and worried. 
DP: Did you read anything or did you just kind of talk to 
yourself? 
CG: Ah ... I talked to myself; things that I know I had no control 
over, and may as well except . And I have pretty much. I just 
look back at the many good tirnes we've had and so many, you know, 
good things to remember . So many blessings in life. And we've 
been blessed with good health. 
DP: Well, yeah, that's true, cause how old is Mr. DeJarentte? 
CG: He'll be 84 the 17th of May . And I ... I've had good health. 
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DP : 
I've never bee n in the ho s pital. (you've never,?) Only when I 
h ad the one child. Back then. they kept ' em, you know, ten 
days; I stayed in the hospital ten days. And he ... he wa s never 
in the hospita l until . .. let's see, 70, till he was 74. He was 
never' in the hospital (oh my goodness) And since t he n, h e ' s 
been in about 4 times, (yea h), but it was hard on me kindly at 
first, but we had had such good health (mmm-hmm) and when he got 
sick, but . .. after wasting that year a worr,ying about it, and I 
about quit a ll my activities a nd everyt hi ng , 
pick up the pieces and go on. 
uh, I learned to 
Uh . . . [pause] okay. You've pret ty ... you pretty ... we missed 
one question. Te ll me what you do for Mr. DeJarentte. You 
pretty much do everything for him. You feed him, you wa sh hi s 
clothes, you ... um, h e lp him in and out of the bed, you help bathe 
him, and yo u pretty much ... and then you have the people help you 
do those thing s, but you pretty much do everyt hing for him. 
Unh ... and you ' ve got the people that come every day, when they 
can. Okay. Let me ask you this a nd this mi g ht have you to think 
a little b i t . You ma y not even be ab l e to answe r it - I don't 
know, but I was just curious. Ah, when you t hink of all the 
people that help you take ca r e of Mr. DeJarnette and help you a n d 
uh, when you think of all the things that they do, is there any 
one in particular that that to you seems to be the most 
important help [both ta lking at once] . ... 
CG: Well, I don't know how I would get along without the nur ses 
aid. They hav e just been s uch a help (okay) and blessing. 
DP: They come in every day and they .. . you feel that that's been 
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the most important (yeah). 
CG: We have been fortunate; we have been blessed with, you know, 
with the nurses aide; she's such a likeable good person, witty 
and kind. 
DP: How did you find out about the nurses aide?· 
CG: 
DP: 




Mary 's ho s pital, with 
They told me I could get the 
doctor (the doctor told you that you could get so me nur ses then, 
to come and h e lp you?) Yeah, un - huh. 
And so now there's a nurse that comes and gives him I • n1 s 
shot. 
CG: Well, I didn't have that help for about a year, after that I 
wanted to do it as long as I could (okay), and they kept telling 
me, when they came to give him his shots, that I could get help. 
A nurses aide. I said, well, I'll do it, as long as I can. And 
I felt like, you know, it was time (mmm-hmm) as I got older (mmm-
hmm). And she ... the nurses aide ... has been here about 
2 ... years or longer. 
DP: Now you probably don't see how you (no, unh - huh) made it 
without her. I was thinking about that. When I ... I think I've 
just been here once or twice, years before to give him his shot, 
(mmm-hmm) and I think that was ... you were doing it all 
yourself then. 
CG: Yeah, I did for awhile. I wanted to. As long as I could. 
DP: What happens if something breaks down in the house, or you 
need to get something fixed; do you have someone ... that you call 
or ... 
CG: Well, my son-in-law, Judy's husband, is real good to come 
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and a lot of times he has come on Saturday or Sunday when he's 
planned something else , but he's always good and Frank, Scott's 
brother, lives right down the road here (okay) so he's good. (So 
there's family you can call. Then you've got like a neighbor boy 
or someone who can come and help you cut the grass and things 
l i ke that . ) Yeah, unh-huh. 
DP: Cause I was just trying to think of everything (well, we've 
CG: 
hired a boy for the last 4 or 5 years, when we ... we couldn't no 
longer" do ·it). Okay. Urn ... ·is ther·e any area that you can think 
of that you don't have any help, that you could use some help. 
With yourself or with caring with Scott or .... anything. 
But the help I have-the part-time help I get along real No. 
good. I just seem like I wanta be by myself; for just he and I, 
for as long as we can, 
time . 
and don't wanta have help. all the 
DP: I was gonna ... there ' s another question I was gonna ask you. 
What made you .... what made you decide when he was in the hospital 
and he came home, what made you decide to bring him home with you 
instead of, some people put 'em in nursing homes or personal care 
homes or anything like that, 
your mind? 
or did that alternative even enter 
CG: Well, in our family, we're a pretty close family, and I knew 
I would take care of him as long as I could. Our people ... I've 
had aunts, ever relation in the nursing homes; it's ... it's 
alright. A lot of times people have to (yes, yes). I didn't 
want to; I may have to, but as long as we're doing, you know, 
like we are now, 
home. 
and I can get some help, I will keep him at 
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DP: Uh ... [·inaudible] ... do you._ .. do you think ... so in othet" 
words, if you didn't have the help that you have now, if you 
didn't have like the aide that came every day and then the other 
CG: 
lady that came in the afternoons, and some on the weekend s , do 
you think that you may have had to put him in (yes, yes I would, 
unh - huh) nur s ing home? ( I knew ... I knew I cou 7 dn 't ... ) do it by 
yourself. And even with the family that you have, 
you and support you (I got to hav e h e lp a ll 
Your ... your daughter .. . s h e works? (yeah, unb-huh) 
and can help 
the time). 
Okay, - an d 
your son-in-law works, too. (yea h, mmrn-hrnm) Okay. I 
think ... . I think that's just about it, because you've told me 
pretty much what everybody does and .... now, okay, now I know, 
let me ask you this. The lady that comes every day in the 
afternoon-you pay her and you also pay the lady that 
Now Medicare takes care of the nurse and comes on the weekend. 
the nurses aide (yeah, mmm-hmm) (yeah) don'they? (yeah, which I 
am very grateful) so you don't (they also bought that chair for 
him; medicare paid for that) okay, okay. (So, it ha s been lots 
of help) Does rnedicare like buy like the chuxs that you use for 
him; do they help buy things like that for him and his diapers? 
I haven't got a bill on that yet. I don't know whether they 
furnish them or ... they delivered them (okay) they delivered them, 
that Foster Horne (Home Health Care, 
unh-huh. 
Horne Supply Equipment) yeah, 
That's who I got the potty chair from and uh, 
rnedicare took care of that?) yeah, un-huh. 
the cane and (and 
We 17, I paid a 
certain portion or did for awhile. I haven't got any bill on the 
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bed yet, or I don't know what t hey will furnish. Now the nurses 
aide thought they would furnish the chuxs and the diapers, but 
I'm .. . I'm not s ure (yeah, well , I'm not sure, to tell you the 
truth). 
DP: I think there wa s a time when maybe they didn't, but I think 
that might hav 03 changed, I don't know. 
CG: I believe they do. I think the lady down to the rehab place 
(mmrn - hmm) I called in when he came from the hospital to the 
rehab, and uh, I th-ink s h e told me they would. 
DP: Now you're ... thi s is right when he broke his hip this last 
time, he went to a rehab f aci lity for awhile? 
CG: Uh, for eight days. 
DP: Where, the one in Huntington? 
CG: Yeah, the one in off of Pea Ridge. (okay) Amer ... Amer ... 
DP: Okay. What did they decide .... they decided they couldn't do 
a whole lot or ... (yeah, they kept him .... kept him eight days and 
they decided they couldn't, you know, really help him on count of 
that arthiritis and those bad knees and his l egs. 
DP: Did they work with you any and show you any thing to help? 
CG: Yeah, I went to therapy with him (and they showed you how to 
DP: 
help transfer him and help him get out of bed and everything and 
into the wheelchair) yeah, mmm-hmm. 
Okay. So that helped you a little bit too. Cause you've 
never had to do that until he broke his hip, did you? (no) 
CG: Well, he was getting to the place that I was having a little 
trouble getting him out of bed into his chair and I got him into 
his chair and I'd reached ... and I reached over for a pad to put 





walk him. She would wa lk him , the nurses aide, a round t hE3 
dining room and back through the hall to his chair. S h e could 
handl e him so much better than I could (yeah, 
younger, stouter person (yeah, yeah) 
yeah). She ' s a 
Okay, let me ma!-<e sure that I . . .. have you thought anything 
mor e about the emotiona lly ... what did anyone or anything, i s 
there anyone that you can talk to or anything? Anything that you 
read? Or ... 
Oh, I read, a whole l ot. I read the Bible, and I li ke 
Norm an Vincent Peale's writing, uh, 
guideposts. I'm a great hand to read. 
What about writing l etters and stuff; 
help to write things down and .. . 
I like that. I like those 
Just about anything. 
does that sometimes 
CG: Yeah, it does, mmm-hmm . 






and then the lady that comes in the afternoon, she ' s been 
what ... has she been helping you for about a couple of 
years, too or ... 
No, un-huh (she just started ... ) she just started with 
Scott. 
Okay. And then the nurse ha s been her e four or five years, 
I guess. (yeah, the nurse has been giving him the shots s ince I 
think the fall of 84. 
Okay. Okay, you said probably if you had to say who' s the 
most important, 
give him his bath 
it would have be the aides, because s he helps 
in the morning (yeah, un-huh). What would be 




important thing that you get help with? 
(Or can you differentiate?) Not really. 
Okay. Pretty much everything after that is much the same. 
CG: My daughter Judy a whole lot. 
DP: You know that might .... that may help to knoy11 that if there 
CG: 
is someone you can call, you know, if you need something and 
stuff, is she pretty much someone you can call on and rely on? 
Yeah, Judy's got the level head on her. 
you with the decision and things) Yeah. 
(yeah and helps 
Sometimes it' s kinda 
hard to make a decision. 
Perry will advise me. 
And I usually talk to her and 
DP: Okay. 
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This is Diana Parnicza and this is May the 4th, 1989. 
continuing with my caregiver int e rviews with caregiver #3. 
down that way or ... 
I'm 
I s it 
CG: No, you go up by Salt Rock school, up Madison Creek and on 
over the hill it's ... I don't know if they have a branch or an 
address, but you can go over through there and go up and come out 
upon Route 10 above uh, West Hamlin. [ end of tape] 
DP: You've had ... you hav e of course?, Leslie, the aide that comes 
in and h e lps you with the bath and everything like that. You do 
every morning. (yes) Now what if someone that would come in the 
CG: 
afternoon and help you get him back to bed, 
things like that? 
your husband, 
Ah, there's a neighbor girl that helped a few days. Now she 
and 
was just coming and helped get him back to bed, then come and get 
him up, then be right home; she lives the 2nd house down the road 
here (okay, 
(mmmh). 
what about ... ) and that was ... that's worked out some 
DP: Okay, what about there's a lady . . . seems to me though like a 
month ago that she had car trouble for awhile and then ... 
CG: Yeah, yeah, that's the one. 
DP: That's your neighbor girl that comes and helps. 
CG: Yeah, she just helps some. (okay) 
DP: But the aide, now that you need someone else (yes, unh-huh, 
and she had a back problem today, and I wonder if it's from 
lifting Scott, or helping me in the yard (mmmh) rake some grass. 
DP: Okay. So you have the aide that comes every day to 
help .. help you with Scott, getting his bath and everything, and 
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then uh, g e t him out of bed, helps yo u that way, ( mmrn -- hrnm ) and 
then usually you find someone, a n eigh bo r o r so meo n e lik e that 
(yeah) (yeah, Scott' s brother does, Scott ' s brother 
had a cold and h e s a id he would come but, he didn't wa nt to 
wi th Scot t yeah ( h e ' s had colds, I don't know wh y, s o ~uch this 
wint e r' a nd spring ;he . .. ) I don't eithe r. He's n ot gett i n ' 
[in a ud ib l e ] .. . . d oes he wo rk outside or anything? 
CG: he ' s . . . he's two years younger th a n Scott. He ha s a 
ga rd e n, a nd h e mow s the l aw n and work s in t he ga rd e n ( [D P reply 
inaud -i ble ]) . 
DP : And then .... okay. 
CG: But I'm sure it's gonna work out, I can get somebody , 
neighbors are good. 
DP: Do you eve r [in a udible] .. . . (yeah) you have someone that comes 
on the weekend s. She [inaudibl e ] .... it sou nd s like she a l so l ets Y 
wher e yo u can go do thing s. (yeah, unh-huh) Do you ever ... hav e 
you ever been felt like .... with the help that you get and eve ry t hin 
you mi g ht be l eft stranded? 
you can 't get him back to bed, 
that kindly makes me n ervous) . 
Un, something may happen and 
or get him back to ... (yeah, 
Okay. [laughter ] Okay, I 
wond ered about that. Umm ... but so f ar , things ha ve wo rk e d 
out (oh, yes, un-huh). What a bout uh. . ha ve you ever, I 
think when I asked you before you didn't .. you f e lt like a ll 
the help . .. you got all the h e lp you ne e d e d. Wa s there any 
times when you feel like maybe there's too much help; 
you just wished people wo uld leave you alone? Or .. 
that 
CG: Yeah ther e are times that I wa nt to be b y myse lf . I don't 
think I would want full time help, but, unless I have to. 
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lov ed to go . (I wond ered about that) Yeah. Yeah, I dicl. 
But uh .... 
DP: I wond e r ed h o w .... how things have changed. Did you and 
Scott u sed to go out a nd do a lo t of things together? Or 
CG: 
would he pretty much stay here and you .go out and do 
things? 
No, we we nt quite a bit, o n p icni cs and drives, Sunday 
drives .... a nd .... t o the fairs at R·ipley, 
to participate in fair s a lon g time ago, 
in Ca b e ll Cou nty. 
and uh, we u sed 
wh en they had ' em 
DP: What did you all used to do? Did you hav e craft or .... 
CG: Yeah, uh, when we uh, had a home demonstration club, then 




fruit and their vegetables for awhile, so me time, several 
years back, they had a fair upon Ohio River Road somewhere, 
upon on Rt. 2 (up near Pt. Plea sa nt?) yeah, up that way, not 
too far out of Huntington (okay) yeah, un - huh, they had it 
up ther e for oh ... I don't know how many years, a few years. 
So, uh .. . okay, so you used to get out and do t hing s . So I 
guess when, I guess that first year, you said that first 
year after he got sick, and you just worried and worried all 
the time. 
I gues s it took you about that whole year to adj ust .. .. 
Yeah, it did, it did. You know, part of my f a mily is sick. 
I think. I just couldn't get over it . 
And there was a big change. I just go out and do everything now ... 
Uh ... [pau se ] [inaudible] okay. Let's see what I was going 
to ask youa bout. Something about your help. All of the help that you' 
2 4 
There will probably come a time. 
DP: And then would you do that versus finding some type of other 




get someone to li ve here full time and help you 
Yeah. It might come to that; I just don't know 
DP: But you're willing t o do anything you can .. . 
CG: .As long as I have my h e lp, I can do a whole lot, and I don't 
want some body a ll d ay and night . I really welcome it on the 
week£mds .... therE:,'s this little gir'l I have her·e, she's so 
good and she can cook - she can fix the meals; she 
can do for Scott. 
DP: And when you leave, like with going to Ripley and stuff, you 
knew he was taken care of. 
CG: Yeah, un - huh, I really enjoyed that, only it rained all day 
[laughter]. 
DP: That's the way it goes. 
CG: The red bud trees along the highway were so pretty and the 
DP: 
dogwoods were so pretty. I enjoyed it, despite the rain. 
Okay. Just on an average, how often are you able to get 
out and do anything like ... trips pretty far away, 
that? How often are you able to do that? 
like 
CG: I haven't really gone to see my sister; been out very much, since, 
around the first part of December. This is May. 
OP: And you [inaudible] ..... two or three times a year. 
CG: Yeah, un-huh. But I don't mind; I've stayed at home quite 
a bit, I've got used to it now. I used to be gad-about; I 
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gotten so far has been where you've gotten the nur se from 
the doctor· 
being able 
at the hospita l. 
to come out a nd 
hu sband's s hots, and everyt hin g. 
He told you a bo ut the 
giving uh ... (yes) 
nur se 
you're 
( ~,es ) And then t he nur se 
told you a bout like the a id e , Leslie could 6ome o ut and he lp 
you with the bath a nd a ll like that . (yes) And then, 
but you're other help , like the girl on the weekend, a nd the 
t h e n th e neighbors and things , have pretty much come 
from .... people around you (yea h , my friend s). Have there been any 
of group of peop le that yo u called or they 'v e he lped you 
out, or have you had a socia l worker that's worked with you, 
and helped you get any kind of help or anything like that? 
CG: No, other than wh e n Scott was first sick, then uh, a social 
worker in the hos p ita l, I think it was, to ld me about the 
help too, and the doctor s. 
DP: Cause that ' s one thing that I'm finding that ' s pretty common 
and what I expect out in the country i s most l y peop le he a r 
through wo rd of mou th, people that get the kind of help they 
need . 
CG: 
[inaudibl e ] . .. u se the n e i g hbors and the chur,ch, (yes) and 
thing s like that. Which helps. \!~h en I was 
the city the r e was groups that you could call and say I 
need help with this, and they'd h e lp peo pl e [in a udible]. 
Hos .... Hosp ic e i n Huntingt o n helped with my mother, 
in 
my 
sister in Huntington car e d for my mother, wh e n she had a 
stroke and Hospice helped out. And Pea rl really 
appreciated that, my sister. Scott was sick and I couldn't 
go h e lp (yeah), and she took care of her about a year, and 
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that wa s terrific (yeah). 
OP: Umm .... so it sound s like to me that with the help that 
you've gotten, that you're pretty much satisfied with it. 
CG: Yeah, I a rn. 
DP: With who' s been able to help you and the things that they've 
been able to do, and, and like in an emergency and stuff 
CG: 
you could feel comfort ab l e with calling your neighbors and 
you're family that come in and help you, a nd stuff like 
that. 
Yeah, I called a neighbor today, and he come down. I had 
never called on him, but he said, that' s what neighbors are 
for. And he told me about this neighbor that had had a 
heart attack across from him, and her water tank had gone 
out, been the last three weeks since her husband had been 
dead, and something else happened and he went and he helped 
her do this, and he acted real pleased, you know, to come 
and help u s out with the bed; it just took him a few 
minut es. Said, that's what neighbors are for. 
DP: Uh, does he work anywhere, do you know? 
CG: No, he doesn't, he's on disability. 
DP: Okay, okay. Cause I .... that's one thing I wondered about is 
being out here, in the country, and being i so lated, you 
know, there's people not right next door. I know where 
I live, I can walk to the hospital, I can walk to the 
grocery store, I can walk to the drug store with ... you know, 
things like, if I had to and stuff. So I was wondering if 






lik e that ab-o ut being [in a udi b l e ] . .. but ·i t seems to mt~ that 
you d on 't . 
Well, sometimes I ... I hate to as k for h e lp (okay). And I 
told Lar ry, I said, "Larry, I won't call on you and I won't 
ask for you to do thi s eve ry day, but occa s ionally, I mi ght 
need h e lp . " And h e acted like he didn't care to come, and 
was pleased to do it. 
I can't think o f . . .. I can 't figure anyt hin g else. I think 
uh, wh en I was asking you I g u ess l ast week, wh e n I was ask-
ing you about things, 
help that you get, 
okay, you was talking about phy s ic a l 
and then I was aski ng you about 
emotional help t hat you get and what things you do that way 
[chimes i n background], and uh, (I don't think I r ea lly 
come up with anyt hing . I didn't . . 
But I think ... I think ... I'm ... I don't know, I was just 
thinking about things like this but I think it's because, I think 
that you are a very strong per son, and I think you can 
kinda like, what, pu ll your boots up and get in, when you 
see that there's so me t hing that need s to be done, o r 
there's a prob l em or something like that and I think th e re is 
something inside of you that keeps you st r ong. 
Well, I know when Scott was in t h e hosp it a l, I don e ... I 
surprised myse lf , I did so much be tt e r than I thought I would. 
Cause I ... there ~ave be e n times in my life, you kno w, I would get 
pretty nervous and ups et about t hings. 
was the strongest per son in our family. 
And I always said Scott 
He didn't seem to go to 
pi eces or worry and uh, I wa s so r t of n e rvou s like and worri ed 
about so many littl e things. He didn't show it; he never did. 
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He never worried. 
DP: He just seems ver·y ca 7 rn and .... 
CG: But he .. h e is. 
DP: But you seem to have . ... I .. I just. . I just don 't know if you 
underestimat ('J yourself, o r what, but I ... I feel a lot of your 
strength. 
CG: lt\) e 11 , Leslie who tells dad, s he' ll say, now, don 't run 
yourself down. 
DP: You know, it's just amazing to me that you have someone, you 
know, who's sick and you take care of, the best, he's 
getting obviously all 
of the best of care, and I'm not just saying that . I'm 
si n cere ... I'm saying you give him the best care that he could ever 
CG: I tell him, he used to be the strong one, and uh, now I w-ill 
DP: 
CG: 
try to be the strong one. He can l ean on me. I leaned on him 
[laughter] for (for forty-some years) yeah, forty-seven tomorrow. 
(oh, really? tomorrow will be your 47th wedding anniversary?) 
that's rig ht , our anniversary tomorrow and we haven't planned 
anything at al l It' s going to be very quiet. [l aughs ] 
Mrnm. Forty-seven years. But uh, we 11 , yeah, you are 
gonna .... yeah, 
house up, and 
I see a l ot of strength because you can keep your 
then you got stuff outs id e in the yard t hat you 
work with and, I'm just a mazed. 
just ... 
I r ea lly am. I'm very mu ch impr 
I don't get it all done some days, but uh, I've learned to 
carry it o ver. Well, there'll be another day, if there isn't, we 







I know what I was gonna ask you. (un-huh) Um, now what 
about going to the grocery and going to the drug store, I mean, 
things 7 i ke that. Do you have them delivered, do you ... 
My daughter 7 i ves over at Milton and she comes on usu a 77 y on 
Saturdays, and on Sundays she comes on v-Jednesday night, and I ' 7 7 
give her my list of things. (and she goes and gets them) She 
picks up our medicine over at Milton and she comes after work; 
Hurricane. 
Okay (she'll bring it on over) . Do you go to the grocery 
store, or does she get your groceries? 
I went last night with her, She goes most of the time. 
after we put Scott to bed, and uh, I don't leave him very long, 
never do, especially if I have a fire or something .... If we had 
a fire, he couldn't get out. (mmm-hmm) And ... I don't stay very 
long. I may be go once in a while. It's kindly depressing to go 
to the store anyways as high as everything is. 
talking at once]. 
[laughs] [both 
Yeah, you're right. Do you un h ... well , you pretty much 
answered that, but I was thinking that are there ever times when 
you j8st really want to get out, but from talking to you before, 
you can, like you say, you've got neighbors that you can go off, 
and you've got the weekends that you can go and do things if you 
need to and stuff like that. Now you . .. someone has to take 
you, right? Because you don't have a car. 
CG: No, I don't. 
DP: Can you drive, or you just never learned to drive? 
CG: No, I use to drive quite a bit here on the farm and the 





confidence in myself. I couldn't face the traffic. If I would 
have, now both of my sisters learned to drive when they were youn 
and I didn't. (oh, I see) And they drove, but I was kindly 
nervous when I was younger and didn't really get into it. 
Mmm. Okay. Umm ... I can't think of anything else. I think 
I ... I've got down all the kinds of help that you get, especially 
from your family and the different people and how you've been the 
best help for you right now with someone coming in and being able 
to get him bathed and washed up every day. 
Yeah, that's a big job. I can do it now, but it's ... I can 
learn to manage (mmm-hmm). 
DP: And to me that's interesting in that it's ... that's what's 
important to you is having your husband cleaned and ready to 
versus ... someone who would come and watch him so I could get out an 
DP: You're concerned with getting your husband taken care of. 
CG: And I lay out everything for Leslie and I'm there to empty 
DP: 
CG: 
the water and get the water to soak his feet in. His toes get 
sore. And we do that maybe three times a week. 
Do you have any major major finances? I know the last time 
we were talking about, you know, him being in the hospital, and 
having to see what medicare pays and things like that.but 
otherwise, do you have any major ... you don't have to tell me what 
or anything, but is that a worry on you, finances or anything? 
We done without a lot of things, you know, in our life. We 
wasn't big spenders. And we .. we saved for this, and Scott has 
some extry insurance and medicare and we're meeting our bills. I 
was talking about 'em being so high the last time, Judy said, 
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we 11 , mother, you ought thankful that you saved a little bit an d 
can pay your bills. A lot of people can't. 
DP: Yeah, that' s another thing, is I would think, and that's 
what I'm trying to find out, is ... 
CG: tt,Je ... we had what we needed; we really didn't have ... we could 
ha ve wan ted mor e but we never we nt hungry. We had ... always had 
enough to pay our bill s and we rai sed everything h e re on the 
farm, so much, and back then when we were farming, we had our own 
ch ·i c ken s and ki 77 our ovm beef (cow) un ·- huh, and groceri es 
wer e n't a ll that high . You didn't have to go to the store every 
day. And I canned quite a bit, and I had a freezer full of food. 
DP: Yeah, ... cause I ... I would think with some people that money 
CG: 
DP: 
would be a big problem (yeah, rnmm-hrnrn) but uh, you know, I was 
just wondering if that was a worry, but it doesn't seem like 
it' s ... like you said, you all saved for a rainy day (yeah, un -
huh) and uh, (we put something aside and have for years) lot of 
people don't think of that . (no, un-huh) A lot of people don't 
have the family ... that's what ... when I think about all the 
support that you have, and the family, the neighbors, you've got 
money, I mean, you know, you've got money to make ends meet. 
You're not in a big financial problem. Un .... 
We 17 , we still have the farm. If it comes to that, you 
know, we could sell off a few lots (yeah) and had a lot of people 
wanting to buy lots, but I'd like to let it go as a farm, as we 
found it so clean and pretty and everything. We've had to let it 
go down. The next owner won't find it as quite as nice 
but ... we've enjoyed it. 





[pause] it . .. it S(::Jems like you just got everything that 
people ... I would think that would need to have. But you pretty 
much have it. 
you've got ... 
But you know, 
I mean, you've got your family and friends, and 
we didn't save anything till after our 
children all left. When we were putting them through school and 
we ... we just couldn't seem to have very rnuch, but after we got 
the children through school, we begin, you know, saving a little 
bit. 
lt,Je l l , now, you said you worked ah, well, this was when you 
were really this was I guess, before you all got married, wasn't 
it? ( a long time ago) And did your husband, did he work 
anywhere? 
No, we just farmed and he ... he had a tractor and he plowed 
people's gardens and uh, he had a truck, a big truck, and he did 
some hauling for people (mmm-hmm)and moved some neighbors and did 
they're hauling. And we took people on hayrides. We took lots 
of groups and churches on hayrides and never charged very much, 
but they paid for the gas and I went along usually, we enjoyed 
that. [laughter] 
DP: Now, but uh, ... did he work at a job .... 
CG: No, un-huh, no. 
DP: So, but you all get social security and things like that? 
CG: Yeah, un-huh, 
DP: 
CG: 
Okay. Well, I didn't realize that. (yeah) 
And we 
interest 
invested in some gas wells, just a 32nd of an 
or something like that. And we're still getting a 
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7 itt 7 e bit of not very much. Gas wells play out (mmm) and we 
have a .... we had a gas well on our place, 
and that really helps. 
that we get free gas 
DP: Okay, yes. 








So, now the upkeep for this farm, l ike you say, would be 
utilities and stuff like that and you've got water from a well? 
Or do you get the ... 
No, we get the city water (city water, okay). We have two 
wells, but in order to help everybody else get uh, a reduction on 
our house insurance, we signed up to get water up through here. 
And it did lower our insurance. 
So I guess, the upkeep of the house and place is not that 
bad. 
Well, our house has gone down since you know, Scott hasn't 
been able to do it; the farm has gone down some, but I guess 
there comes a time like that we have to accept things like that . 
And make the best of what you ' ve got. (yeah, mmm-hmm). 
Enjoy today, why wa ste a perfectly good day today worrying 
about tomorrow [laughter]. 
We 17, yeah and see, that ' s what keeps, whenever I think of 
you and what all you've done and what you're doing, that ' s what 
keeps coming back to mind, you have a lo t of family and friends 
and things are being taken care of, but I still think 
the key to the whole thing is you .... and ... and you're outlook .. 
CG : But I said, Judy, do you think I'll ever get all thesebills 
paid that keep coming in, I pay one and get some more and she 
said, well, mother, don't worry about 'em. You've always got 'em 
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paid. Scott's b e en in the hospital three or four time and she 
says you know you've always took care of 'em. You've always got 
the other ones paid. [laughter] But it's a slow process, by the 
time they send off to Medicare, Medicare pays so much, and 
there's several bills that I haven't got. I. .. 
DP: From the lab, and the x-ray people and (yeah) and ... that the 




And I don't know what ... I haven't got a bill on that . .. that new re 
place, he was down there (for a week wasn't 
it?) 
lot. 
yeah, for eight days and I know that's gonna a be a whole 
But they felt that he shou l d just come home. They felt, 
instead of him staying there (yeah) 
I felt like it was at first but ... the doctor and well, 
Perry, my son-in-law, said, well, maybe that would help him. 
They kept him for eight days and he said due to his condition, 
the arthritis in his knees and I had uh, well I guess it was a 
a therapist from Cabell Huntington Health Dept . come out here and 
he (okay, was it a Mr. Adkins?) yeah. And he said that due to 
his condition there was0't much use punishing him and trying to 
get him to wa l k cause he hadn't walked really by himself for 3 or 
4 years. 
DP: And he felt just keeping him in the bed and washing him 
CG: He stays up some afternoons, maybe six hours (oh, that's 
good) and he sits up 3 or 4 of the morning. He's doing 
fairly good. He hasn't had a crying spe ll for awhile there and h 
like when they would talk to him [inaudible] ... and he would cry; 
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and that is sad. I never seen Scott cry. In all of our lif e. 
That's the reason s I said he was the strong one. I could break d 
get worry. But he didn't. 
DP: But he never .. . . he' s never had a stroke, has he ? 
CG: Well , they told me he had a stroke or hear t attack, 7 i g ht 
attack. They discovered it on his EKG's. Now I thought he had a 
little light stroke; he had some little spells here sitting in a 
chair, one day he was eating, and he just quit eating and kind of 
f e ll or throwed hi s hands up as he quit eating and said he wa s 
kind of sick. And I got a wet wash cloth and Scott put over hi s 
face and washed his forehead. And uh, he got over that and I 
think that he maybe was a .... they said probably a heart attack. 
I thought it was maybe a light stroke (mmm-hmm) cause he'd had 
one before when he first got sick. (mmm) And he had that in hi s 
throat, I guess, or mouth; his mouth would draw up. It's been 3 
or 4 years ago. And he couldn't hardly talk. That's when he was 
still walking, though, He had been to the barn and he'd come back 
something had happened to him; that he couldn't talk. 
DP: Yeah, that does sound a little bit like ... 
CG: I was telling Judy about it a few days later and she said, well, me 
I noticed it, I thought he had but I didn't tell you or say anyth 
(and that was when he first found out 
Anemia) yeah, un-huh, about that time. 
he had Pernicious 
DP: Has he ... cause he doesn't talk a whole lot now; 
CG: 
is that the way he's always been? Or has it been since he's been 
sick? 
Yeah, mostly since he's been sick. No, he was a big 
talker and to the men and farmers, a member of the board of 
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education, Paul Thornburg, came out a couple of weeks ago, and 
Scott just didn't feel like talking and I walked out with him on 
the porch, and he said, 
h ?" e. And I said, no, 
"Scott doesn't talk much any more, does 
he doesn't. Wel 7, he had been .a big 
talker. He like to talk farmin'. 
DP: [inaudible] 
CG: I didn't think I would tell him about the bills but 
uh, I've been discussing it with him and he's says , now, you keep 
all your receipts, keep them what you pay and uh, I thought maybe i 
worry him too much, but I've ... so far, I've told him about 
everything and how I'm gettin' along, you know, they come in and 
fill out insurance forms and get 'em fixed up. I guess I wi 11 by 
and by. [laughter] 
DP: No. What does he say, anything when you talk about the bills? 
CG: No, un-huh. 
DP: Is he the one who use to take care of all the bills? 
CG: He did, yeah, for a long time. 
OP: You've really had to make some major changes. 
CG: Yeah, I did depend on him a whole lot. 
DP: Which is, you know, part of marriage. Well, I can't think of 
anything else, can you think of anything else? 
CG: No, not really. 
DP: I guess .... I think I ... I think I pretty much understand 
things and when I stop to write this up and everything, if I do 
have any questions, I'll come back and I may give you pieces and 
show you what I've written up . But like I say, ... with you, you 
do have, it s eems to me, you have all the help that you need 
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CG: 
right now, and you've got resources that you can use, if you 
needed more help, like you say, you never know. I just ... just 
know that [ -inaudible] ... it's your attitude, you know, how 
you feel about thing s , you've made things, seem to get along 
smooth as they appear. 
Things that I can't change, I try to do my best and 
not . . . not worry about 'em, cause I've learned, I can look back 
through my life and see how I've worried about little things that 
didn't really amount to anything. [tape cut off] 
